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Abstract  
 

Novel Technologies for Next Generation Memory 
  

by  
 

Wookhyun Kwon 
 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences 
 

University of California, Berkeley  
 

Professor Tsu-Jae King Liu, Chair 
 

 
Historically, our society requires computational memory media to support the 

development of our civilization.  It is likely that our society will keep demanding larger 
capacity memory.  However, conventional memory technologies are facing many 
challenges such as difficulties of miniaturization and guarantee of good reliability.  For this 
reason, alternate memory device designs are proposed to overcome the conventional 
memory device technologies. 

For DRAM technology, a double-gate array having vertical channel structure (DGVC) 
with 4F2 cell size is proposed, which can be fabricated on a bulk silicon wafer using the 
conventional memory process flow for stand-alone DRAM application. The operation and 
scalability of the DGVC cell are demonstrated via TCAD device simulations.  

For Flash Memory technology, a new backside charge storage non-volatile memory 
(BCS-NVM) cell design is proposed. A NAND flash array of the BCS-NVM cells can be 
fabricated on a modified SOI substrate.  TCAD device simulation show that this design 
allows for a relatively high cell read current and steep sub-threshold slope to enable lower 
voltage operation in comparison with conventional NAND flash memory devices.  

As a new concept of non-volatile memory technology, a nano-electro-mechanical 
(NEM) diode non-volatile memory cell design is proposed. This design eliminates the need 
of a selector device to form a cross-point array, by leveraging the gap closing actuator.  The 
electro-mechanical diode cell design can be scaled to 20 nm minimum lateral dimension by 
following an appropriate scaling methodology in consideration of various practical and 
fundamental limits. Low-voltage (< 2 V) and high-speed (sub-nanosecond) operation are 
projected using a calibrated analytical model as well as 3-D FEM simulation. These 
findings indicate that electro-mechanical diode technology is promising for high density 
storage beyond the limits of conventional flash memory technology. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 
 
 
 

1.1   Overview of Computer Memory Technologies 
 

Computer memory is a recording media used to retain digital data.  It is a core function 
and fundamental component of computers.  In the early stage of computer technology, 
computer memory capacity was mostly a few bytes.  The first electronic programmable 
digital computer (ENIAC) used thousands of octal-base radio vacuum tubes.  ENIAC could 
perform simple calculations involving 20 numbers of ten decimal digits which were held in 
the vacuum tube accumulators.  In the early 1960s, Jay Forrester, Jan A. Rajchman and An 
Wang developed magnetic core memory, which allowed for recall of memory after power 
loss.  Magnetic core memory would become the dominant form of memory until the 
development of semiconductor memory in the late 1960s [1].   

Semiconductor memory is an electronic data storage device implemented on a 
semiconductor-based integrated circuit (IC).  The semiconductor memory has the property 
of random access so that stored data can be efficiently accessed randomly.  Thus, the term 
"memory" when used with reference to computers generally refers to Random Access 
Memory or RAM [2].  Since semiconductor memory has much faster access times than 
other types of data media such as a hard disk or compact disks (CDs), it is used for main 
computer memory to hold data which the computer is currently working on. 

There are two types of semiconductor memory classified accordingly to data retaining 
ability. Volatile memory loses data when the computer power is off.  In general, volatile 
memory has faster read-out performance, but it has a smaller storage capacity than non-
volatile memory.  Most common semiconductor volatile memory technologies are Static 
RAM (SRAM) and dynamic RAM (DRAM).  On the other hand, non-volatile memory can 
retain data even when the computer is not powered.  This feature has made these types of 
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memory devices well suited for portable electronic devices such as a mobile phone, digital 
camera, and tablet PC etcetera). Non-volatile memory (NVM) are Read-Only memory 
(ROM), Electrically-Erasable ROM (EPROM), Electrically-Erasable-Programmable ROM 
(EEPROM) and Flash memory [3].   

 

1.2   Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) 
 
1.2.1 Conventional DRAM and Limitations 
 

A conventional DRAM cell has simple structure, which is composed of one transistor 
(i.e. access transistor) and one capacitor (1T1C) per bit [4].  Electron charges are stored in 
the capacitor through the access transistor.  Since a real capacitor and transistor leak charge, 
the stored information (stored charge in the capacitor) eventually fades unless the capacitor 
charge is refreshed, so the memory cells must be periodically refreshed (rewritten).  The 
DRAM size is smaller than a SRAM cell which has six transistors. This relatively smaller 
cell size allows DRAM to reach very high density so that DRAM occupies a large portion 
in the semiconductor industry.   

The conventional DRAM technology has evolved over the past 20 years and the cell 
size has been reduced dramatically as shown in Figure 1.1.  The advancements in DRAM 
technology include not only photolithography technology but also 6F2 unit cell layout area 
design and a 3-dimensional transistor channel structure.   

 

 
Figure 1.1. Technology trend of conventional DRAM (Ref: Nikkei Electronics Asia, 
2007)  
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Figure 1.2 compares the memory cell array layouts for 8F2 vs. 6F2 cell designs. To 
achieve the 6F2 layout design, the channel length of the access transistor has to be scaled 
more aggressively.  But, a very short channel length of the access transistor causes many 
reliability issues (such as poor data retention problem and refresh failure).  In order to avoid 
those problems, a 3-dimensional channel structure having recessed-channel is used.   
Figure 1.3 shows how recessed-channel transistor (RCAT) evolved from 80nm to 60nm 
technology generations.  The RCAT structure effectively increases the channel length of 
the access transistor for the same layout dimension.   Currently, most DRAM 
manufacturers use the RCAT structure.   

  
 

 
(a) 

 
 

 
(b) 

Figure 1.2 (a) Comparison between a conventional 8F2 and new 6F2 layout design. (b) 
Example of 6F2 layout schematic.  
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Figure 1.3 Recessed-Channel-Access-Transistor (RCAT) structures in DRAM technology. 
(Ref: 2005 Symposium on VLSI Technology and 2007 SSDM)  

 
In spite of thoese technological innovations and DRAM scaling, the worldwide DRAM 

industry lost over 10 billion US dollars in 2006 ~ 2008.  The average price per bit has 
dropped 26% every year recently and this is likely to continue for a while.  That means that 
in order to survive in today’s market, the cell size must be reduced more than 30% every 
year and this line indicates annual cell area reduction of 30%.  However, the nowadays cell 
size scaling trends cannot achieve the line even if using the 6F2 cell design. To achieve a 
30% annual reduction, we have to use a 4F2 cell design.  Since the conventional DRAM 
cell has one storage capacitor and one transistor, it is really difficult to achieve 4F2 cell area.  
DRAM manufacturers face a tremendous challenge to shrink the cell area for sub-50-nm 
technologies [5]. 

 
1.2.2 Capacitor-less DRAM Technology 

 
In the early 2000s, capacitor-less DRAM memories were proposed to remove the 

external capacitor from the conventional 1-transistor/1-capacitor DRAM cell [6]. The 
capacitor-less DRAM cells have a Floating-Body-Structure (FBC) on a partially depleted 
(PD) SOI as shown in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5.  This technology has attractive features 
within a small cell size without the addition of an external storage capacitor.   

Although the removal of the external capacitor reduced the area overhead and the 
process complexities, the fabrication of FBC devices on a SOI wafer has its own challenges 
for stand-alone memory applications.  First, the SOI wafer is still too expensive for the 
mass production of memory.  Second, it is hard to meet basic performance requirements 
with a very short channel.  The basic requirement for a DRAM cell is to maintain a 
sufficient sensing margin between the two states during the refresh cycle (retention time). 
When the channel length is scaled down, it is difficult to guarantee sufficient retention time 
due to short channel effects such as drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL).  To suppress 
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short channel effects, a very thin body structure is needed. However, it is hard to mass 
products a thin silicon body SOI wafer with good qualities. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.4 Schematic cross-sectional view of a capacitor-less DRAM in “1” and “0” state 
respectively.  

 

 
Figure 1.5 Transmission-Electron-Microscopy (TEM) image of a fabricated capacitor-
less DRAM cell (Ref: T. Tanaka, E. Yoshida, T. Miyashita, "Scalability study on a 
capacitorless 1T-DRAM: from single-gate PD-SOI to double-gate FinDRAM," in IEDM 
Technical Digest., 2004)  
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1.2.3 Doubly-Gated Capacitor-less DRAM Technology 
 

 

 
Figure 1.6 Schematic cross-sectional view of a capacitor-less DRAM on SOI 

 
Another concept of capacitor-less DRAM cell was proposed by UC Berkeley 

researchers [7, 8].  In this design, the back-gate bias electrically induces a potential well at 
the back gate interface to store charges as shown in Figure 1.6.  Unlike conventional 
double-gate logic transistors, the two gates in double-gate DRAM cells are not electrically 
connected. This structure permits an electrically induced floating body to occur within a 
thin fully depleted body. Excess holes are collected at the back interface and increase the 
read current.  When a negative back gate bias is applied, it provides a potential-well that 
permits the retention of holes in the body.  Since a double-gate device can terminate field 
lines from the drain effectively, the double-gate cell is able to suppress short channel 
effects and maintain sufficient retention time.  Similar to a double-gate transistor, it is more 
scalable to shorter channel length with larger body thickness than PD-SOI device.   

Recently, the DG-DRAM cell was successfully demonstrated by Intel (Figure 1.7).  
Even if these cell designs have many advantages, however, the cell sizes are still larger than 
4F2 and they require a more expensive SOI wafer than bulk-silicon wafer.  Another 
important point is that there are little rooms for scaling previous cell designs.  

Figure 1.8 shows the allowed body thickness as the channel length decreases.  As the 
channel length decreases, body thickness must be reduced to suppress the short channel 
effect such as DIBL.  The channel length scaling is limited to about 25nm due to quantum 
confinement effects in the thin body below 4nm thickness as shown in Figure 1.8.  
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However, since the conventional DRAM cells are already scaled down near 25nm, the 
capacitor-less-DRAM cell might not be adventurous.  

 

 
Figure 1.7 Schematic cross-sectional view and TEM image of a typical Independently-
Controlled-Double-Gate (IDG) Floating-Body-Cell (FBC) device. (Ref. I. Ban et al,  
“Floating Body Cell with Independently-Controlled Double Gates for High Density 
Memory,” in Electron Devices Meeting, 2006.)  

 

 
Figure 1.8 Channel length vs. Allowable body thickness in a doubly gate capacitor-less 
DRAM cell design.  
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1.3   Flash Memory 
 
1.3.1 History of Flash Memory Technology 
 

Flash memory is an electronic non-volatile memory that can be electrically erased and 
reprogrammed.  Figure 1.9 shows a standard Flash memory cell structure.  It is similar to 
the traditional MOS-transistor structure, except that its gate oxide is essentially modified to 
include a conductive floating-gate. Bit information is stored in this cell through the 
controlled placement of electrons onto its floating-gate.  The cell is electrically erasable and 
programmable as for EEPROM, except that the erase operation is done by erase-block unit.  
There are two main types of flash memory, which are named after the NAND and NOR 
logic gates. Those flash memories were invented by Dr. Masuoka in 1980 and 1987.  When 
Dr. Masuoka invented “Flash” memory at Toshiba in the 1980s, the name “Flash” was 
suggested by Shoji Ariizumi to describe that “all cells in erase-block are erased same time 
like a camera Flash” [9]. The first commercial product of NOR-type Flash memory 
(Figure 1.10 (a)) was released by Intel in 1988 [10].  Toshiba also announced NAND-type 
Flash memory (Figure 1.10 (b)) products (4Mb density) in 1991 [11].  

Figure 1.10 (a) illustrates a schematic cross-sectional view of NOR-type Flash memory 
array along a bit-line.  In NOR-type architecture, each cell can be independently accessed 
or modified so that it has faster (individual cell) read access. Thus, NOR-type Flash 
memory are mainly used for executable-code storage.  On the other hand, in NAND-type 
array architecture, cells belonging to the same bit-line are connected in series between two 
bit-line select (BLS) transistors, and the gates of all cells in the same row share the same 
word-line as shown in Figure 1.10 (b).  This architecture has a more compact layout but 
read speed is slower than for NOR-type.  For these reasons, NAND-type Flash memory is 
mainly used for mass data storage applications.  Table 1.1 highlights the major differences 
between NOR and NAND Flash memory. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.9 Schematic cross-section of the conventional flash memory cell. 
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(a) 
 

 
(b) 

Figure 1.10   Predominant Flash memory array architectures: (a) Common-Source NOR-
type array architecture and (b) NAND-type array architecture. 

 
 
 
 

 NOR NAND 

Cell size 8~12F2 4F2 

Read Performance Fast (~10usec) Slow (> 200usec) 

Storage Information Code Data 

 
TABLE 1.1. Major Differences between NOR and NAND Flash memory. 
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Figure 1.11 Photo-lithographic resolution trends. (Ref: Semiconductor International, 2007) 

 
Figure 1.11 shows technology node trends of Logic, DRAM and Flash devices during 

the past 12 years.  NAND Flash memory is the most aggressively scaled technology among 
electronic devices because the NAND Flash memory cell have relatively simple structure 
compared with others and there is severe competition among the top manufactures.  Also, 
there were many technological innovations (such as multi-level cell and double patterning 
lithography) that resulted in cell size shrinking faster than dictated by Moore’s law.  This 
dramatic cell size scaling resulted in a radical price drop of flash memory and booming of 
NAND flash market. More importantly, the price drop of storage media brought us new 
innovative electronics. Recently, the NAND Flash memory market has been grown about 
40% per year and it has now over 20 billion dollars market as shown in Figure 1.12.  It is 
worth noting that when new mobile electronic devices (e.g. digital camera, smart phone, 
tablet PC and SSD notebook) were released, the market size increased rapidly.  Thus, 
NAND Flash memory market is expected to maintain high growth rate because of 
continued steady growth of the mobile electronic devices market.  

 

 
Figure 1.12. NAND Flash memory revenue trend of the past 15 years. 
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1.3.2 Limitations of conventional Flash memory technology 
 

The conventional Flash memory is facing technological barriers as it scales to sub 20 
nm nodes.  These barriers are rather fundamental, in view of key cell features.  Firstly, 
further channel length scaling (without gate-oxide scaling) causes poor Ion/Ioff ratio of the 
cell, which is not enough for read operation.  Secondly, no physical space for the control-
gate below 20nm technology is expected because NAND Flash cell using 25nm technology 
has already 10nm space for the control-gate material as shown in Figure 1.13.   It also 
results in a significant cell-to-cell interference problem.   More importantly,  the number of 
stored electrons in the floating gate decrease as the floating gate size shrinks. Figure 1.14 
shows that the critical (or maximum) number of electrons (to guarantee memory reliability) 
is only a few tens of electron for the 20nm technology node. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.13. Cross-sectional TEM image of 25nm NAND Flash memory cell (Ref: 
“IMFT 25-nm MLC NAND: technology scaling barriers broken” 3/22/2012 on 
www.eetimes.com) showing the active Si area (A.A.), tunneling gate oxide, floating gate 
(FG), inter-poly dielectric (IPD) and control gate (C.G.) structures.  
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Figure 1.14. The number of electrons stored in the NAND Flash cell’s floating gate (Ref: 
Flash Memory Summit 2012) 
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1.4   Emerging Memory Technology 
 
 
1.4.1 Cross-point Memory 

 
A lot of alternative memory device designs and new materials have been proposed to 

overcome the scaling limits for conventional Flash memory technology. Cross-point 
memory architecture is among the most attractive successors to the current Flash 
technology because of following reasons:  it allows for the most compact storage with 4F2 
cell layout size (where F is the minimum half-pitch) and also can be fabricated using a 
relatively simple process that is more amenable to 3-dimensional integration. 

  Programmable resistance devices such as phase-change memory [12] and resistive 
RAM [13] have been explored for cross-point memory applications (Table 1.2). However, 
those emerging memory devices generally require a selector device within each memory 
cell to reduce unwanted leakage current through unselected cells during a read operation; 
otherwise, the size (number of rows/columns) of the array will be severely limited, 
resulting in poor memory-array area efficiency [14].  However, the selector devices require 
additional process steps and can significantly reduce the cell current, resulting in slower 
read operation.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 1.2. Performance of Emerging Memory Devices at the 45nm generation of 
technology. 
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1.4.2 Mechanical Switch Memory 
 
A mechanical switch memory is a memory device utilizing mechanical beam actuation. 

Common mechanical switch devices in our daily life are soft drink cup lid and a toggle 
switch such as a light switch (Figure 1.15). Those devices are utilizing beam bucking to 
achieve bi-stable states.   

 

      
(a)                                                              (b) 

Figure 1.15. Example of mechanical switch memory in daily life. (a) Soft drink cup lid 
having choice button and (b) light toggle-switch. 

 
For electronics device, first mechanical memories was introduced in early 1990s [15]. 

The device, mechanically bi-stable bridge, uses a same mechanism with the toggle switch 
as shown in Figure 1.16.  An electrostatic force actuates the beam deformation and a read-
out is done via measuring capacitances of each bi-stable state.  But, the memory cell size is 
too large and it requires extremely high voltage (> 50V) bias for operation.  

 

 
Figure 1.16. Illustration of micro-electro-mechanical non-volatile memory cell in Ref. 
[15]. 
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More recently, Cavendish Kinetics, introduced nano-mechanical NVM technology by 
using CMOS back-end process [16].  Figure 1.17 (a) shows a TEM image of a fabricated 
nano-mechanical NVM cell and Figure 1.17 (b) illustrates the operating principle of the 
cell; for program (“1”), a bias is applied on the gate so that the electrostatic force pull down 
the beam.  Once the gate voltage is removed, the adhesion force hold the beam in place and 
makes an electrical connection between drain and source.  To erase (“0”), voltage applied 
to the shell will pull back up the beam.   

The nano-mechanical NVM is immune to cosmic-radiation, wide range temperature 
variation and mechanical shock, so that it can be used for electrical fuse, power switching, 
metal logic.  However, the nano-mechanical NVM technology has significant drawbacks; 
the device size is too large (~18F2) and require 4 electrodes.  In order to make large 
capacity cross-point array, this mechanical switching memory cell requires a selector 
device within each memory cell to reduce unwanted leakage current through unselected 
cells during a read operation.  This additional selector devices make process very difficult.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
(a)                                                                        (b) 
 

Figure 1.17. (a) TEM image of Nano-Mechanical NVM cell using CMOS back-end 
process and (b) Illustration of the operation of Nano-Mechanical NVM cell in Ref. [17]. 
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Figure 1.18. (a) Schematic cross-section of NEMory cell and (b) Fundamental theory of 
NEMory operation in Ref. [18]. 

 
Another electro-mechanical non-volatile memory cell design was recently proposed and 

demonstrated [18].   This design eliminates the need for a selector device, by leveraging the 
hysteretic behavior of a mechanical gap-closing actuator as shown in Figure 1.18. 
Although this design is well-suited for a cross-point array architecture, it requires separate 
read and write word-lines, as well as an initial “forming” step (charging of a dielectric 
layer) to achieve non-volatile operation. 
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1.5 Research Objectives and Thesis Overview 
 

 
This dissertation suggest new innovative memory technologies to overcome issues and 

limitations of previous conventional DRAM and Flash memory technologies. Detailed 
simulation, theoretical analysis, and/or device fabrication of the new memory designs are 
performed.  

 
In Chapter 2, a capacitor-less DRAM memory device utilizing a doubly gated vertical 

channel is proposed.  The operations of the doubly-gate-vertical-channel (DGVC) DRAM 
cell are studied using 3-D device simulations.  Scalability down to 22nm half-pitch of 
DGVC with 4F2 cell size is discussed.  

 
In Chapter 3, a new NAND Flash memory cell is proposed.  The new NAND Flash 

cell utilizes a back-gated thin body structure for a read disturb-free and more scalable 
structure.  Through 3-D device simulation work, programming and erase operation are 
studied.  To avoid disturbance problem, a novel negative back-bias scheme is suggested.   

  
In Chapter 4, an electro-mechanical diode NVM cell is proposed. The fabrication 

process flow for the electro-mechanical diode NVM cell is provided.  A proto-type cells are 
electrically evaluated.  The evaluation results show that this new NVM cell design is 
adventurous for next generation non-volatile memory technology.  

 
Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of this work and offers directions for further 

research.   
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Chapter 2 

Highly Scalable Capacitor-less DRAM Cell 
having a Doubly Gated Vertical Channel  
 
 

2.1   Introduction 
 

Dynamic RAM (DRAM) technology has evolved greatly over the past few decades.  In 
the early 1990s, the highest DRAM capacity was only a few tens of megabits.  Currently, 
DRAM chips have larger capacity than one-gigabits.  The scaling of DRAM cell size has 
played a key role in the amazing progress in DRAM technology.  However, since the 
traditional DRAM cell (1T-1C) has a storage capacitor and an access transistor, DRAM 
manufacturers face a tremendous challenge to shrink cell area for sub-50-nm technologies 
[1]. 

In the early 2000s, capacitor-less DRAM memories were proposed to eliminate the 
capacitor from the conventional 1-transistor/1-capacitor DRAM cell [2, 11].  Mainstream 
capacitor-less DRAM cells have a floating body structure (FBC) on a partially depleted 
(PD) SOI substrate.  Although the elimination of the capacitor reduces the cell area 
overhead and fabrication process complexity, FBC devices have technological challenges 
for stand-alone memory applications.  First, the SOI wafer is too expensive for the mass 
production of memory.  Even though the SOI wafer price has dropped continuously, the 
SOI wafer cost is still 4 times larger than that of a bulk silicon wafer.  Thus, no memory 
manufacturers are producing of DRAM using SOI wafers.  Second, it is hard to meet basic 
performance requirements with a very short channel.  The basic requirement for a DRAM 
cell is to maintain a sufficient data sensing margin between the two states for the duration 
of a refresh cycle (retention time).  When the channel length is scaled down, it is difficult to 
guarantee sufficient retention time due to short channel effects such as drain-induced 
barrier lowering (DIBL).  To suppress the short channel effects, a very thin body structure 
is needed.  However, it is hard to mass product thin-SOI wafers with good qualities. 

The double-gate DRAM (DG-DRAM) cell was proposed as a more scalable (to short 
channel length) design for capacitor-less DRAM [3, 4].  Unlike conventional double-gate 
logic transistors, the two gates in double-gate DRAM cells are not electrically connected. 
This structure permits an electrically induced floating body to occur within a thin fully 
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depleted body.  Excess holes are collected at the back channel interface and increase the 
read current.  When a negative back gate bias is applied, it creates a potential-well that 
permits the retention of holes in the body.  Since a double-gate device can terminate electric 
field lines from the drain effectively, the double-gate cell is able to suppress short channel 
effects and maintain sufficient retention time.  An independently controlled double-gate 
structure enabled the improvement of memory characteristics achieving the best retention 
characteristics at low voltages for short gate length.  Recently, a DG-DRAM cell was 
successfully demonstrated with 80-nm gate length and 30-nm fin width [5].  Nevertheless, 
the DG-DRAM has considerable drawbacks due to a relatively large cell size (8F2), 
difficulties with integration into conventional memory processes, and lack of disturbance-
free bias conditions within a cell array. 

In order to overcome the deficiencies of previous DG-DRAM technology, a double-gate 
array having vertical channel structure (DGVC) with  4F2 cell size is proposed.  This new 
structure can be fabricated on a bulk silicon wafer using the conventional memory process 
flow for stand-alone DRAM application.  The operation and scalability of the DGVC cell 
are demonstrated via Sentaurus [6] 3-dimensional device simulations.  Read and write 
disturbances can be avoided by using appropriate biasing conditions for operation within 
the cell array. 

 
 

2.2   Device Architecture and Proposed Fabrication   
 
      Depictions of the DGVC device are shown in Figure 2.1.  Each cell has a drain junction 
on the top of the vertically oriented channels, while all of the cells within the array share a 
common source junction located at the bottom of the vertical channels.  Bit lines connect 
the drain junctions via contacts, one for each row of cells.  Word lines runs orthogonally to 
the bit lines, and each word line serves to gate the channels located on either side of it.  
Thus, each cell shares its front gate with an adjacent cell positioned along the same bit line, 
and each cell shares its back gate with the opposite adjacent cell.  The circuit schematic of a 
DGVC cell is shown in Figure 2.2.  This array configuration provides the most efficient 
cell layout area, 4F2. 
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Figure 2.1.  (a) Schematic cross-sectional view of DGVC cells (parallel to the bit line). 
(b) Schematic plan view of DGVC array. 
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Figure 2.2.  Circuit schematic of a DGVC cell array. 
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Figure 2.3.  Key process steps for DGVC array: 1) STI formation along the bit line 
direction (not shown here), 2) Trench formation and buried source implantation (not 
shown), 3) Gate material deposition, 4) Gate etch-back, 5) Capping oxide deposition and 
CMP, 6) Nitride removal, spacer formation, 7) drain implantation, and 8) Contact 
formation. 

 
 

The proposed fabrication steps for the DGVC cell array are illustrated in Figure 2.3.  
First, shallow trench isolation regions are formed to define stripes of silicon along the bit 
line direction.  After deposition of a nitride hard mask and patterning a photoresist mask to 
form lines running perpendicular to gate lines, the etching process cuts into the oxide and 
silicon layers to make trenches to form self-aligned vertical channel structures along the 
word line direction.  Gate-electrode material (Poly-silicon or metal) is deposited in the 
trenches, and the etch-back process of the deposited gate material forms separate front- and 
back-gate lines.  A capping oxide is deposited and chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) of 
the oxide is undertaken.  After removing the nitride hard mask and silicon-nitride spacer 
formation, drain junctions are formed through ion implantation, and bit line contacts are 
formed on each drain junction.  Recently, a number of cells resembling our structure, 
except for the DGCV’s unique array structure that the cell shares a front and back gate with 
an adjacent cell, were successfully demonstrated [7, 8].  Experimental data of a double-gate 
DRAM cell having a vertical channel was also reported in [12]. 
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2.3   Cell Operation 
       

To investigate the operation of a DGVC cell, three-dimensional devices simulations 
were performed using SENTAURUS for the operation conditions specified in Table 2.1.  
Physical design parameters (Table 2.2) were chosen as appropriate for a 22-nm technology 
cell.  All transition times in the simulation are set to 1ns, and light uniform doping is used 
in the fully depleted body.  The source and drain junctions have a typical Gaussian doping 
profile, and a gate work function of 4.5eV  is assumed, as appropriate for a metallic gate 
material..  

 
 

 
Table 2.1.  Cell operating conditions. 

 
 
Write “1” is performed by introducing holes into the fully depleted body.  A high drain 

bias creates electron-hole pairs near the drain junction along the front-gate interface.  The 
generated electrons are rapidly swept out of the cell to the n-type drain.  On the other hand, 
the generated holes are collected in a potential well that is formed by a negatively biased 
back gate.  The concentration of holes in the body increases above the equilibrium value 
and thereby increases the drain current from its initial state value; the number of 
accumulated holes determines the state of the cell.  Programming times of a few 
nanoseconds are sufficient to saturate the body with holes.   

The accumulated holes must be removed in order to Write “0”.  When the back-gate is 
grounded, the potential barrier at the body-drain junction is reduced, allowing holes to 
diffuse into the drain.  With the reduction in the number of stored holes, the source 
potential barrier height increase until it reaches its equilibrium level. This self-convergent 
process is very useful to avoid a disturbance of Write “0” operation [4]. 
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Table 2.2.  22nm DGVC cell design parameters 

 
 

The state of the cell is read by sensing the drain current. If holes are stored in the body, 
the threshold voltage will be low, and the drain current will be high.  On the other hand, if 
holes are removed from the body, the threshold voltage will be high and the drain current 
will be low.  The current difference between two states is determined by the difference in 
stored holes within the body. 

To hold the state of the cell, the front- and back-gates are biased at negative voltage, and 
a small positive voltage is applied at the source and the drain to form a potential well to 
retain holes in the body region.  These bias conditions create large hole potential barriers 
within the body.  The previously written state is retained for a refresh cycle, and the 
retention time of that state is determined by charge-loss mechanisms.  These include 
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination/generation (SRH R–G) diffusion to the source/drain 
junction leakage current, and band-to-band tunneling (BTBT).  In the case of the double-
gate cell, BTBT does not significantly affect the retention time because the asymmetric gate 
potential enables the reduction of electric field in the gate overlap region and thereby 
suppresses BTBT [9].  A minority carrier lifetime of 1.5-µsec is used for the simulations 
and well-matches measured data [10]. 

The simulated retention characteristics of a DGVC cell are shown in Figure 2.4. The  
simulation predicts that a measurable difference ( > 2µA) in drain current can be sustained 
for 10sec at 27°C, and for 200msec at 85°C.  For stand-alone memory applications, longer 
retention time (>10sec at 85°C) is required to account for worst case variation in a large 
density memory array.  Thus, further optimization work is needed to achieve longer 
retention time characteristics.   
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Figure 2.4. Simulated retention characteristics of a DGVC cell, where the read and write 
times are 20nsec. 
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Figure 2.5. Simulated non-destructive readout characteristic of a DGVC cell. 

 
 

Figure 2.5 shows a quasi-non-destructive readout characteristic during repeat read 
operation.  The capacitor-less DRAM cell storing holes in the body shows almost 
nondestructive readout [13, 14, 15.].  However, in a real device, there are many interface 
trap sites at Si-SiO2 interfaces which enhance  recombination in the back-interface region.  
Thus, charge loss in a real capacitor-less DRAM cell is due primarily to recombination at 
trap sites which eliminates the holes accumulated in the body during repeat readout 
operation [16].  In this simulation work, the trap assisted recombination model of dangling 
bonds model is not included due to the lack of proper experimental data, which means that 
a real DGVC cell is expected to need a refresh operation after a finite number of readout 
cycles.  However, the charge losses of a DGVC cell are much smaller than that of a 
conventional DRAM cell, which makes it possible to readout data without a refresh 
function in every cycle. 
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2.4   Disturbances in the Cell Array 
   

 In the previous section, the basic cell operations were described.  To form a high 
capacity array, the cell disturbance characteristics should be investigated.  Figure 2.6 
shows simulated disturbance characteristics under various bias conditions. During the 
writing of “0” state on the selected cell, the unselected cell, “C,” (Figure 2.2) undergoes an 
undesirable disturbance.  In previous research [2, 8], a negative bit line voltage was used to 
apply forward bias on the drain-body diode to sweep out the accumulated holes during a 
Write “0” operation.  This causes inevitable disturbances in bit line cells connected to a 
specific bit line.  Instead of using a forward diode turn-on mechanism, a self-convergent 
purge mechanism is proposed to avoid severe disturbance. 

When the drain bias and back-gate bias are set to zero (Vd=0 and Vbg=0V) while 
applying a small positive source bias (Vs=0.5), the potential barrier between the drain and 
the body at the back-channel interface is reduced, and excess holes are released from the 
back interface to the drain side.  As holes are removed from the body, the potential barrier 
increases until zero hole-current is eventually reached.  These bias conditions can provide a 
sufficient sensing margin within the total disturbance time (5μsec).  Disturbances on 
unselected cells (ref. “A” and “B” in Figure 2.2) along the same bit line can be avoided by 
applying negative gates biases which allow the potential barriers to retain their holes 
(Figure 2.6 (a))  

During a Write “1” operation, unselected cells connected to the same bit line (ref. “A” 
and “B” in Figure 2.2) also undergo disturbances. Such disturbances can be avoided by 
appropriately biasing the front- and back-gate to maintain the unselected cells in the off 
state (Figure 2.6 (b)). 
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Figure 2.6.  (a) Write “0” disturbance on the unselected cells. (b) Write “1” disturbance on 
the unselected cells. The indicated total disturbance time (5μsec) is derived by assuming 
20nsec read time and 128(WL) x 256(BL) array. 
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2.5   Scalability of DGVC 
 

In order to investigate the scalability of a DGVC cell, read currents were simulated for 
cells with scaled channel lengths and body thickness.  Figure 2.7 (a) shows the read current 
dependency on channel length in each state, and Figure 2.7 (b) shows how the sensing 
margins depend on channel length.  The optimal channel lengths are 50-nm, 80-nm and 
100-nm for body thickness of 18-nm, 22-nm and 32-nm respectively.  These results agree 
with previous work [9].  As the channel length is scaled, drain-induced-barrier-lowering 
(DIBL) causes a current increase in the “0” state.  On the other hand, as the channel length 
increases, there is a reduction in the current of cell state “1”.  To reduce DIBL, a thinner 
body thickness is desirable. A thin body thickness also increases the body coefficient so 
that it can enhance sensing margin between the “0” state and the “1” state [4], [9].  As 
shown in Figure 2.7, a reduced body thickness diminishes the DIBL effect and widens the 
sensing margins.  Thus, a thin body thickness is key to achieving shorter optimized channel 
lengths that maximize the sensing margin. 
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Figure 2.7.  (a) Readout currents for State “1” and State “0”. (b) Current differences 
between “1” and “0” states. Thinner body thickness suppresses the DIBL effect and 
provides for shorter optimal channel length that increases the sensing margin. The read 
and write times are 20nsec. 
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 Figure 2.8. The required dimensions of the DGVC cell design vs. the planar DG-DRAM 
cell design for the same technology nodes. 

  
Figure 2.8 shows the required dimensions of the DGVC cell design vs. the planar DG-

DRAM cell design for the same technology nodes.  Each point represents a required body 
thickness for a given channel length.  A previous research paper reported that the channel 
length scaling of a planar DG-DRAM cell is limited to approximately 25-nm due to 
quantum confinement effects that become significant below 4-nm body thickness [9].  In 
contrast, the DGVC cells have longer channel lengths and greater body thickness in the 
same technology nodes.  Thus, the DGVC cell design derived from the unique array 
structure increases the opportunities for DRAM scaling for higher density storage. 
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2.6   Summary 
A doubly gated vertical channel transistor is proposed for highly scalable DRAM 

memory.  This technology allows us for a scalable 4F2 cell size design, which can be 
fabricated with a conventional process flow on silicon- bulk instead of expensive SOI wafer. 
Cell operations (Read, Write, and Hold) and disturbance characteristics are investigated by 
3-dimensional device simulations of 22-nm technology.  Disturbance immunity 
characteristics of a DGVC cell are shown to be adequate.  Since the vertical channel design 
allows for longer channel length, and hence a greater body thickness is allowed, it is 
possible to scale DRAM memory with a 4F2 cell area down to 22-nm minimum half-pitch 
and beyond.  
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Chapter 3 

A New NAND Flash Memory Cell Design 
Utilizing a Back Gate Structure 
 
 
 

3.1   Introduction 
 

For nonvolatile storage, the concept of a charge trapped memory cell design was first 
conceived in the 1960s and initial commercial devices were demonstrated in the early 
1970s [1], [2].  SONOS, short for "Silicon-Oxide-Nitride-Oxide-Silicon", is a type of 
charge trapped non-volatile memory cell design which is formed from a standard N-channel 
MOSFET transistor with the addition of a small sliver of silicon nitride inserted inside the 
transistor's gate oxide.  SONOS devices required up to 30V of operating bias voltage 
because of a thick tunneling oxide and poor charge trapping efficiency of the nitride layer.  
After a conventional floating-poly-gate flash memory cell design was introduced in the late 
1980s with relatively low operation voltage (< 20V), the popularity of SONOS technology 
diminished [3]. One of the conventional floating-poly-gate flash memories, NOR-type flash, 
replaced older read-only-ram (ROM).   NAND-type flash has intruded into the data storage 
media market as a disruptive technology from the late 1990s; the market share of the solid-
state-disk (SSD) driver which uses NAND flash memories is about 10 percent of total HDD 
market now [4].  However, the conventional NAND flash technology faces scaling 
challenges below 20nm.  One of most severe challenges is the inherent cell-to-cell 
inference caused by capacitive coupling between the floating-poly-gates of adjacent cells.   

To overcome scaling challenges in the conventional floating-gate flash technology, the 
charge trap flash (CTF) technologies are considered again for future NAND flash memory.  
The CTF technology maintains exactly same array architecture with the NAND flash array, 
except that it replaces floating-poly gate with a charge trapping layer such as a band-gap 
engineered silicon-nitride layer. An example of a CTF cell, TANOS (Titanium, Aluminum 
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oxide, silicon-Nitride, Oxide, Silicon), uses a high-K dielectric layer (i.e. aluminum oxide) 
to lower the operation voltage and block the leakage current from the silicon-nitride to the 
gate [5], [6].  Nevertheless, the structure of CTF imposes many restrictions on scaling of 
the devices because a trapping layer exists between a silicon channel region and gate 
material of the memory device.  It results in a compromise between good electro-static 
integrity requirements and memory operation requirements; for example, a CTF memory 
device requires thick tunnel oxide to avoid read disturbance from high pass-gate voltages, 
but this results in poor electrostatic integrity which lead to low sensing current and large 
off-leakage currents.  

The backside trapping structure was proposed as a more scalable (to short channel 
length) and read-disturbance-free design since it allows for independently optimizing the 
gate oxide and ONO stack as shown in Figure 3.1 [7].  The device utilizes a modified 
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate where charge is stored in a charge trapping region 
underneath a thin single-crystal silicon layer employed for the formation of the transistor 
channel.  When it is used in a NAND array, however, it cannot avoid program disturbance 
problem and also cannot achieve high read currents.   

In order to overcome these deficiencies, a new backside charge storage non-volatile 
memory (BCS-NVM) cell design is proposed [8].  A NAND flash array of the BCS-NVM 
cells can be fabricated on a modified SOI substrate.  This design allows for a relatively high 
cell read current and steep sub-threshold slope to enable lower voltage operation in 
comparison with conventional NAND flash memory devices.  In this chapter, operation of 
an 18nm BCS-NVM cell is studied by means of three-dimensional device simulations.   
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of the backside trapping memory and transistor structure in Ref. 
[7]. The structure employs an oxide–nitride–oxide (ONO) stack at the back of a thin 
single-crystal Si channel. 
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3.2   Device Structure 
 

Schematic cross sections of a BCS-NVM cell array are shown in Figure 3.2.  The cell 
has a thin front gate oxide, a thin active silicon channel layer and an underlying ONO 
charge trapping dielectric stack.  The threshold voltage shift is determined by the amount of 
trapped-charges in the backside ONO dielectric.  The effect of trapped charges in the 
backside ONO are almost same with the substrate bias effects in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 
transistors. Thus, the threshold voltage of the BCS-NVM increases when electrons are 
injected into the nitride layer of the ONO stack.  This unique structure allows independent 
scaling between the front-gate transistor part and the back-gate charge storage part; it 
allows efficient channel-length scaling of the memory device because the front-gate 
transistor part is similar to an SOI structure.   

To form the NAND array, the cells are connected in series as in a conventional NAND 
flash memory array, except that there are no p-n junctions.  Electrically induced source and 
drain regions are formed in-between the cells by the neighboring front-gate fringing electric 
fields during a Read operation [9].  The back-gate electrodes run orthogonally to the front-
gate electrodes. They controls the amount of charges trapped in the ONO layer by applying 
high-voltage.  Each back-gate electrode line defines an erase sector since all cells along the 
back-gate electrode can be erased simultaneously when the back-gate is used to apply the 
erase voltage.  The circuit schematic of a BCS-NVM cell array is shown in Figure 3.3.  
This array configuration achieves the most efficient cell layout area of 4F2.   

 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 3.2. Schematic cross-sectional view of BS-NVM cells in a NAND array (a) 
parallel to the bit line, (b) parallel to the word line. 
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Figure 3.3. Circuit schematic of a BCS-NVM cell array. 

 
 

3.3   Proposed Fabrication Process 
 

3.3.1   Silicon-On-ONO-Substrate (SOONOS) Formation 
 

The starting substrate for the BCS-NVM device fabrication consists of thin single-crystal 
silicon layer with an underlying charge trapping region (ONO) on a highly-doped n-type 
substrate.  This silicon on ONO substrate (i.e. SOONOS) can be obtained using direct 
wafer bonding followed by a hydrogen-induced exfoliation for single-crystal silicon-layer 
transfer [7], [10].  Figure 3.4 illustrates the process sequence for SOONOS substrate; the 
ONO layer is grown on the p-type substrate wafer.  The silicon-nitride film serves as the 
charge trap layer.   This “donor-wafer” is then implanted with high dose of H+ which 
leaves a layer of hydrogen micro-cavities underneath the ONO layer. 

The second wafer, “host wafer”, is highly doped with n-type impurities which forms an 
N+ conductive surface layer on the wafer initially.  A silicon oxide layer is thermally 
grown on this wafer.  Since the surface of grown oxide is quite smooth, it can form a strong 
bond between the “donor” and “host” wafers.  For bonding the two wafers, a wafer bonder 
provides a force (over 1000N) at the interface of the wafers under vacuum. The bonding 
force is strengthened through a low-temperature anneal.  Under higher temperature (400C) 
anneal, the hydrogen micro-cavities expand and cause the donor wafer to cleave.  Thus, it 
leaves single-crystal silicon layer bonded onto ONO layer.  This silicon layer can then be 
thinned and smooth by CMP followed by oxidation.  
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Figure 3.4.  Fabrication process sequence for silicon-on-ONO substrate 
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3.3.2   Memory Device Fabrication  
 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the front-end process steps for the BCS-NVM cell array.  A 
shallow trench etch process is used to define the buried back-gate lines along the bit-line 
direction; hard mask material is deposited on top of the thin silicon and patterned by 
photolithography and then reactive ion etch (RIE) process is used to make trenches in-
between the back-gate lines.  The trenches are filled with gap-filing material followed by 
planarization process.  After selectively removing the hard mask layer, the front-gate oxide 
is grown on the exposed thin silicon strips and then the front-gate material is deposited. 
Then the front-gate layer is patterned to form word lines, and gate-sidewall spacers are 
formed to fill the region in-between the cells.  Finally, ion implantation and thermal 
annealing are used to form n-type regions for the bit-line and common source (CS) contacts.    
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.5.  Front-end process steps, starting with a SOONO wafer with a heavily 
doped n-type junction underneath the ONO. 
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3.4.   Device Simulation of the BCS-NVM Cell 

 
The operation of a BCS-NVM cell was studied via 3-D device simulations.  The 

physical design parameters appropriate for 18nm technology are shown in Table 3.1.  The 
array bias conditions for Program, Erase, and Read operations are listed in Table 3.2.  
Electron/hole injection into the nitride layer by Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling is used to 
program/erase a cell.  

 
 
 

Tunnel oxide = 18Å
Storage nitride = 100Å

Blocking oxide E.O.T = 40Å

Nbody = 1018 cm-3 

(p-type)
Cell Size = 0.000324 um2

(4F2)

Tsilicon = 7 nmTGox = 2 nm

Wactive = 18nmLchannel = 18nm

Parameters 
(18nm technology node)

Tunnel oxide = 18Å
Storage nitride = 100Å

Blocking oxide E.O.T = 40Å

Nbody = 1018 cm-3 

(p-type)
Cell Size = 0.000324 um2

(4F2)

Tsilicon = 7 nmTGox = 2 nm

Wactive = 18nmLchannel = 18nm

Parameters 
(18nm technology node)

 
Table 3.1. BCS-NVM cell design parameters. 

 
 
 

 
Table 3.2. Array biases for Program/Erase/Read of the cell addressed by WL0 and 
BL0/BGL0 in Figure 3. 2.  
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3.4.1   Basic Cell Operation 
 

The state of a cell is determined by sensing the cell current during a Read operation.  
Figure 3.5 illustrates the Read operation of a BCS-NVM cell in a NAND array.  If electrons 
are stored in the charge storage layer (e.g. nitride) underneath the cell, the cell threshold 
voltage is higher; when the Read gate voltage is applied, only off-state leakage current 
flows as shown in Figure 3.6 (a).  On the other hand, if no electrons are stored in the 
storage layer underneath the cell, the cell threshold voltage is lower; when the Read gate 
voltage is applied, on-state drive current flows as shown in Figure 3. 6 (b).   

Figure 3.7 shows the simulated I-V characteristics for a programmed and an erased cell.  
Each cell shows low subthreshold swing (~80mV/dec) and high on/off current ratio (~ 107).  
Note that the series resistance of the inversion-layer source/drain region (virtual 
source/drain) in-between the cells is acceptably low when the gate-to-gate spacing is very 
small (20nm or less) [9].  The maximum threshold voltage shift that can be achieved is 
determined by material parameters such as the silicon band gap and gate work function [10]. 

 
 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.6. Illustration of the read operation of a BCS-NVM cell in a NAND array. (a) 
Programmed cell is off during Read, and (b) Erase cell is on during Read. 
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Figure 3.7. Simulated cell current vs. front-gate voltage characteristics for a programmed 
cell and erased cell 
 
. 

 

 
(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Figure 3.8. Simulated BCS-NVM cell programming (a) and erase (b) behavior for 
various back-gate operating voltages.  
 

Simulated programming and erase behaviors are shown in Figure 3.8 (a) and (b) 
respectively.  The operation voltages (around 10V) are lower than those typically used for 
conventional NAND flash memory because of the relatively large capacitive coupling 
between the back-gate and the channel region. 
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3.4.2   Disturbance Immunities 
 

A key requirement for implementation of a NAND cell array is immunity to cell 
disturbance during programming.  A novel charge depletion approach is proposed herein to 
achieve this requirement.  The front-gate is biased at a small negative voltage (Vfg=-2V) to 
deplete the channel region in a non-selected cell shown in Figure 3.9 (a); this avoids 
electron injections into the charge storage layer despite a large positive voltage (Vbg=+12V) 
applied to the back-gate.  Figure 3.9 (b) shows the simulated charge trapped density after 
programming operation on the programming inhibited cell.  Figure 3.10 shows the 
simulated program-disturbance characteristics of unselected cells along the same back-gate 
line.  

 
 

    
(a)                                                                                (b)        

Figure 3.9. Contour plots during programming operation: (a) mobile electron density and 
(b) trapped electron density. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.10. Simulated programming disturbance behavior of an unselected cell. The 
indicated disturbance time (1msec) is the time required to program a cell in the same 
sector. 
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Figure 3.11. Simulated read disturbance behavior of programmed and erased cells. The 
front-gate is biased at 2V. 

The backside charge storage design decouples the read function from the charging 
mechanism so that a high pass-gate voltage can be applied to the front gate without 
affecting the charge stored.  Figure 3.11 shows simulated read disturbance behavior of 
programmed and erased cells.   

 
 
 

3.5   Summary 
 

A backside charge storage non-volatile memory cell design is proposed for highly 
scalable 4F2 NAND flash memory.  It can be fabricated on a silicon-on-ONO wafer using a 
conventional process flow sequence.  A large read current (~10uA) adequate for high-speed 
read operation is projected for an 18nm cell (0.000324 μm2 area).  Since the BCS-NVM 
cell is essentially a back-gated thin-body (fully depleted) transistor, it should be more 
scalable than a conventional bulk flash memory cell.  The thin-body design provides for 
good electrostatic integrity as compared to a bulk design, to facilitate scaling to well below 
20nm gate length.  
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Chapter 4 

Electro-Mechanical Diode Non-Volatile 
Memory Cell 
 
 
 

4.1   Introduction 
 

As a non-volatile memory, Flash memory technology has evolved greatly over the past 
few decades.  In the last ten years, lithography enabled a significant size reduction, going 
down from 100nm to 19nm half pitch and the memory capacity has been doubled every 
generation.  The memory cell size reduction has been the key to increasing storage capacity 
while lowering cost per bit.   To date, 128Gbit density NAND flash memory with 170 mm2 
chip size is available [1] and the price per Giga-Byte (GB) is lower than $1 [2].  The 
achievements in Flash memory technology have helped to enable a revolution in 
information technology applications such as smart phones and tablet PCs.  However, 
fundamental scaling limitations for flash memory cell operating voltages and the physical 
thickness of the tunneling dielectric layer pose a significant challenge for continued scaling 
in the sub-20-nm regime [3].   

A lot of alternative memory device designs and new materials have been proposed to 
overcome the scaling limits in conventional flash memory technology. Various cross-point 
memory architectures appear as one of the most attractive successors to the current Flash 
technology, because they not only allow for the most compact storage with 4F2 cell layout 
size (where F is the minimum half-pitch) but also can be fabricated using a relatively 
simple process that is more amenable to 3-dimensional integration.  Programmable 
resistance devices such as phase-change memory [4] and resistive RAM [5] have been 
explored for cross-point memory application.  However, there are intrinsic drawbacks of 
purely passive cross-point architecture, such as parasitic leakage paths in unselected cells 
and series resistance of the interconnections. These drawbacks hinder the realization of 
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high density cross-point arrays due to large sensing circuits required, lowering the memory-
array efficiency and reducing the maximum allowable array size. To resolve these issues, 
the incorporation element of selector device, such as a diode or transistor, in series with the 
memory cell has been investigated. However, this approach demands additional 
complicated process steps and results in lower sensing current.  

Recently, a nano-electro-mechanical (NEM) non-volatile memory cell design that 
eliminates the need for a selector device, by leveraging the hysteretic behavior of a 
mechanical gap-closing actuator, was proposed and demonstrated [6].  Although this design 
is well suited for a cross-point array architecture, it requires separate read and write word-
lines as well as an initial “forming” step (charging of a dielectric layer) to achieve non-
volatile operation.  To overcome these disadvantages, a simpler electro-mechanical 
memory cell design is proposed and demonstrated [7] [8].   
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4.2   Device Structure 
 
 
 

Isolation Ox.

BL 
(n-type)

Gap

Isolation 
Dielectric

WL (p-type)

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.1. (a) Schematic cross-sectional view of the electro-mechanical diode cell 
(parallel to the word line). (b) Schematic plan view of the electro-mechanical diode 
memory array. 

 
Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) illustrate the cell structure and the array layout of electro-

mechanical diode memory.  The bit lines (BLs) are formed on the insulating substrate and 
the word lines (WLs) are formed over the bit lines.  The WLs and BLs are formed in 
different types (n-type or p-type) of semiconductor layer.  Initially, the WLs are physically 
separated from the BLs with an air gap at each cross-point, so that no current can flow 
between these lines through the cell initially.  This array configuration can achieve the most 
efficient cell layout area of 4F2.  
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Figure 4.2. Circuit schematic of an electro-mechanical diode memory array. 
 
 

Set Reset Read

WL’
(selected)

0 V 0 V Vread >0V

BL’
(selected)

VSet > Vpull-in VReset < Vrelease 0 V

WL
(unselected)

(floating) (floating) 0 V

BL
(unselected)

0 V 0 V (floating)
 

Table 4.1. Exemplary operating voltage conditions for Set, Reset and Read operations. 
 

The circuit schematic of an electro-mechanical diode memory array is shown in Figure 
4.2.  When the selected cell (in the dashed circle) is in the Set state and all other cells are in 
the Reset state, the Set state cell forms a p-n diode and provides a rectifying current-vs.-
voltage characteristic while the Reset state cells are in electrically-open-state.  Exemplary 
operating voltage conditions for Set, Reset and Read operations are listed in Table 4.1.
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  (a)                                                                                (b) 

 Figure 4.3. (a) Illustration of the Set operation. When Vset is applied on the bit line (BL), 
the word line (WL) is pulled down to the BL by electrostatic force.  Circuit schematic of a 
BCS-NVM cell array. (b) Illustration of the Hold operation. The Set state is sustained by a 
sum of electrostatic force (Felect.) caused by space charges in the depletion region and 
surface adhesion force (Fadhesion) between WL and BL materials; Fspring <  Felect.+ Fadhesion. 

 

  

Isolation 
Dielectric VBL=0V

Isolation Ox.

No current flow

VWL=Vread

 
  (a)                                                                                (b) 

Figure 4.4. (a) Illustration of the Read operation in the Set state. The Read current flows 
through the p-n junction when a forward bias (Vread) is applied on the word line. (b) 
Illustration of the Read operation in the Reset state. No current flows between the bit line 
(BL) and the word line (WL). 
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  (a)                                                                                (b) 

Figure 4.5. (a) Illustration of the Reset operation. As a forward bias (Vreset) is applied on 
the p-n junction, the built-in electrostatic force decreases. When the sum of the 
electrostatic force and the adhesion force is smaller than the spring restoring force, the 
spring restoring force pull the WL beam out of the BL.  (b) Illustration of the cell state 
after the Reset operation. The cell state (i.e. Reset state) is maintained due to a sufficiently 
stiff beam after a Reset operation. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) illustrates the Set operation; the pull-in voltage (Vpull-in) is the minimum 

voltage for actuating the WL into contact with the BL. Thus, to cause a memory cell to be 
programmed into the Set state, a voltage pulse (Vset) is applied between its WL and its BL 
to induce an attractive electrostatic force that is larger than the pull-in voltage (Vpull-in).  In 
order for the Set state to be retained during a Hold operation (i.e. when no voltage is 
applied), the built-in electrostatic force (Felec. in Figure 4.3 (b)) together with the surface 
adhesion force (Fadhesion) in the Set state must be larger than the spring restoring force 
(Fspring) in the Set state. 

The state of a cell is determined by sensing the BL current when a Read voltage is 
applied between its WL and its BL as shown in Figure 4.4 (a).  If the cell is in the Reset 
state, no current flows through it (Figure 4.4 (b)); only leakage current (through parasitic 
paths) flow.  If the cell is in the Set state, a much larger forward diode current flows 
through it.   

A Reset operation is shown in Figure 4.5.  To cause a memory cell to be erased into the 
Reset state, a voltage pulse (Vreset) is applied between its WL and its BL to counteract the 
built-in electrostatic force of the p-n diode (Figure 4.5 (a)).  When the sum of Felec. and 
Fadhesion becomes smaller than Fspring, the spring restoring force of the WL beam pulls it out 
of contact with the BL (Figure 4.5 (b)).  After a Reset operation, the cell state is 
maintained due to a sufficiently stiff beam. 

 

4.3   Fabrication Process for Proto-type Cell 
 

The process used to fabricate the first prototype electro-mechanical memory array is 
illustrated in Figure 4.6; to form an isolation layer, 100nm Al2O3 is coated on the silicon 
wafer by Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) at 350oC. An in-situ phosphorus doped poly-Si 
layer (100 nm, 85Ω /□) is deposited by LPCVD 530oC onto the insulating substrate 
(Al2O3) followed by a sacrificial oxide (LPCVD oxide 30 nm) deposition at 450oC.  After 
making photo resistor patterns of lines, the reactive ion etch (RIE) cuts into oxide and poly-
Si layer to make bit lines.  A silicon-nitride (SiNx) layer is deposited over the bit lines, and 
SiNx etch process forms silicon-nitride spacers along the BLs; the silicon-nitride spacers 
provide anchor of the WLs beam and electrical isolation between WLs and BLs also.  A in-
situ doped boron poly-Si0.4Ge0.6 deposition (100nm, 300Ω/□) is deposited as the WLs 
material.  After making photo resist patterns of lines perpendicular to the BLs, the RIE cuts 
into the poly-Si0.4Ge0.6 layer and forms the WLs. Finally, the sacrificial oxide is selectively 
removed by vapor HF which leaves air-gaps between the BLs and the WLs. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images are shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b).  A 
birds-eye view shows the 4 µm × 4 µm cells prior to HF vapor release.  The cross-sectional 
view shows the sacrificial oxide layer thickness (12.7 nm) which determine the as-
fabricated gap thickness between BL (n-type poly-Si) and WL (p-type poly-Si0.4Ge0.6). 
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Figure 4.6.  Key process steps for fabricating the proto-type electro-mechanical diode 
memory array; (a) n-type poly-Si and sacrificial oxide (LTO) layers deposition on the 
isolation oxide (Al2O3), (b) Bit lines formation by photo lithography and reactive ion etch 
(RIE), (c) Silicon nitride (PECVD SiNx) deposition, (d) Spacer formation, (e) P-type 
poly-Si0.4Ge0.6 deposition and WL formation, (f) Sacrificial oxide removal by vapor HF. 
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Figure 4.7.  (a) Bird’s-eye SEM view of the fabricated electro-mechanical diode array. 
The working proto-type memory cell size is 4 µm x 4µm.  (b) Cross-sectional SEM 
image of the fabricated electro-mechanical diode before sacrificial oxide removal by 
vapor HF. Since the oxide thickness is 12.7nm, the gap thickness after releasing poly-
Si0.4Ge0.6 in vapor HF is ~ 13nm. 
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4.4   Electrical Measurement of the Proto-type Cell 
 

Figure 4.8 shows the BL current changes of a proto-type cell during a Set operation.  A 
sudden increase in current at the pull-in voltage (Vpull-in = 6.2 V) is observed when the WL 
is pulled-in to contact the BL.  Since it is an applied voltage (not current) that is required to 
actuate the WL, the Set current can be lowered by inserting a current-limiting resistance 
(1MΩ) in series with the BL driver (the red curves in Figure 4.8), to reduce the energy 
consumed by the Set operation.  Figure 4.9 shows the transient response of the WL voltage 
during a Set operation.  The measured set time for the prototype cell is ~2µs for a Set 
voltage of 14 V. 
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Figure 4.8.  Measured Set operation hysteric I-V curves of a proto-type electro-
mechanical diode cell as the bit line voltage is swept from 0V to 8V and 8V to 0V. After 
inserting a current-limiting resistance (1MΩ), the current can be lowed for reducing 
power consumption of Set operation. 
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Figure 4.9.  Measured the transient voltages of WL and BL during Set operation of a 
proto-type electro-mechanical diode cell. A step pulse of voltage is applied to the BL and 
the voltage on WL is monitored by oscilloscope.  
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Figure 4.10.  Simulated energy-band diagram and electric-field profile within a p-n 
junction in the Set state with VBL=0V and VWL=0V (Hold state). It is relevant to the proto-
type cell’s doping profiles. 

 
To “Hold” the Set state without applied voltage, the attraction forces (i.e. the summation 

of electrostatic force (Felec.) and adhesion force (Fadhesion)) between the WL and the BL has 
to be larger than the spring restoring force (Fspring) of the WL beam.  The electrostatic force 
is caused by built-in space charges in the deletion region of the p-n diode.   Finite element 
method simulation [9] is used for the proto-type cell to calculate Felec.  Figure 4.10 shows 
the simulated energy band diagram and electric field profile for a p-n junction of the proto-
type cell and it gives a value of Felec. 70.5 µN. Since Fspring is only 4.22 µN from finite 
element method simulation [10], the Set state is retained when the external voltage (i.e. the 
actuation voltage) is removed.  

The state of a cell is determined by sensing the BL current when the Read bias voltage is 
applied between its WL and its BL.  If the cell is in the Reset state, no current flows 
through it; only leakage current flows through the SiNx spacers in the cell. On the other 
hand, if the cell is in the Set state, much larger current flows through the forward-biased p-n 
junction.  Figure 4.11 shows measured I-V curves (linear scale and log scale of currents)  
in the Set and Reset state; very high Set/Reset current ratio (>106) is seen. 

Figure 4.12 shows how the BL current of the proto-type cell changes during a Reset 
operation.  An abrupt drop in current at the release voltage (Vrelease = -6.2 V) is seen when 
the WL is released from the BL and goes back to the Reset state.  It should be noted that the 
release voltage is larger than the built-in voltage (~ 1V in ideal case) of the p-n diode.  The 
large release voltage is caused by the voltage drop on the WL and the BL.  Since the 
thickness of WL beam is thin, the resistance of the WL is too large, so that it results in a 
large voltage drop on the WL rather than the p-n junction.  To reduce these voltage drops, a 
metallic WL material or a shunting the metal layer can be used. 
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Figure 4.11.  (a) Measured I-V curves for Read operation of a proto-type electro-
mechanical diode cell. A cell in the Set state shows a typical p-n diode curve (black 
colored curve), whereas only leakage current is shown in the Reset state cell (red colored 
curve).  (b) Measure log-scaled I-V curves for Read operation of a proto-type electro-
mechanical cell. 
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Figure 4.12.  Measured I-V curve for Reset operation of a proto-type electro-mechanical 
diode cell. The bit line voltage is swept from 0V to -8V to increase forward-bias on the p-
n junction. 
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From transient measurements, the reset time for the prototype cell is ~100 ms for a Reset 
voltage of -7 V (Figure 4.13).  The longer reset time possibly can be explained by the 
contact opening model presented in Ref. [11]; the restoring spring force reduces the number 
of bonds between the contacting surfaces (Figure 4.14); only when the number of bonds is 
sufficiently small, contact opening occur.  The contact opening time therefore depends on 
the number of bonds formed between the contacting surfaces, and can be reduced with 
scaling (to reduce the contact force and apparent contact area) and/or an appropriate surface 
treatment. 
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Figure 4.13.  Measured Reset time of a proto-type electro-mechanical diode cell, where 
the bit line voltage is -7V and the word line voltage is 0V (a forward bias condition on the 
p-n junction). 
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Figure 4.14.  Illustration of the p-n junction (contacting surfaces) of the electro-
mechanical diode. 
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4.5   Suppression of Sneak Leakage Currents in the Cell Array 
 

A key requirement for implementation of a cross-point memory array is the suppression 
of the unwanted “sneak” leakage currents through unselected cells in the array.  These 
leakages can sum to a sufficiently high current to result in an erroneous Read operation 
[12].  The size of the cross-point array is therefore limited by the ratio of the selected cell 
current to the summation of the leakage currents of unselected cells in the Set state during a 
Read operation [13]; a large ratio allows a larger array size.  The sneak leakage current 
through an unselected cell in the Set state is almost equal to the diode current in a reverse-
biased condition that is one-half the forward-bias read voltage (VWL,READ), for an optimally 
designed sense amplifier for a resistive cross-point memory array.  Thus, the ratio of the 
forward-bias Set cell current at VWL,READ to the reverse-bias Set cell current at -VWL,READ/2, 
“the rectification ratio”, is a key parameter to determine a cross-point array size.    

The rectification ratio of the proto-type cell is ~ 300 for VWL,READ =1.2V.  It can be 
enhanced by increasing the work-function difference between the WL and BL materials and 
by improving the crystalline quality of the semiconductor materials.  Figure 4.15 shows the 
demonstrated experiment results of p-type poly-Si as the WL material and adding a thermal 
anneal step.  Table 4.2 also shows the ideality factor and rectification ratio changes for the 
p-n diode curves of each p-type poly-Si process condition; since p-type poly-Si has a larger 
work function than p-type poly-Si0.4Ge0.6, the rectification ratio is improved nearly three 
times.  Furthermore, the rectification ratio is improved greatly and the diode curve is 
getting close to the ideal diode curve after thermal annealing step to increase average grain 
size.  
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Figure 4.15.  Measured diode I-V curves of electro-mechanical diode cell with poly-Si vs. 
poly-SiGe word line after thermal annealing. 
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P-type WL Material Non-ideal 
Factor

Rectification 
Ratio

Poly-Si0.4Ge0.6 (410℃) 5~8 50

Poly-Si (610℃)
with 950℃, 1hr anneal

3.0 103

Poly-Si (610℃)
with 1050 ℃, 1hr anneal

1.7 104

 
 

Table 4.2. P-N Parameters Comparison of Electro-Mechanical Diode Cell. 
 

 
 
 

4.6   Reliability 
 

In order to investigate the basic reliability of the proto-type cell, data retention and 
endurance are measured.  Since surface adhesion and electrostatic force hold a diode 
memory cell in the Set state, the proto-type cell shows very long retention time in Figure 
4.16;    negligible changes in conductance for the Set and Reset states are seen at 200oC, 
which well exceeds the normal operating temperature range for CMOS.  As the electro-
mechanical diode relies neither on charge storage in a floating-gate/charge-trap layer nor a 
material phase change to store data, it has more robust retention behavior than other NVM 
technologies.   Moreover, it opens a possibility for new applications that demand very high 
(over 150oC) temperature operation.   

Figure 4.17 shows a capability of multi-time programming (MTP), with endurance 
exceeding 104 Set/Reset cycles.  The endurance of an electro-mechanical device can be 
very high if it is properly designed.  For example, the endurance of a micro-electro-
mechanical switch has been shown to exceed 109 on/off cycles [14].   

A potential reliability concern for mechanical devices is vibration or mechanical shock.  
But because of the extremely small mass (3.73 picogram for the prototype devices in this 
work) of the WL beam within a cell, a very large acceleration (108 G) would be needed to 
accidentally Set a cell or to overcome the attraction forces in the Set state (4 µN for the 
prototype devices in this work) to Reset a cell.  This is far beyond the acceleration 
requirement (~20000 G) for automotive environments [15]. 
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Figure 4.16.  Measured retention behavior of a proto-type electro-mechanical diode cell 
in the Set state (black colored line) and the Reset state (red colored line) at high 
temperature condition (200 ◦C). 
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Figure 4.17.  Measured endurance characteristics of a proto-type electro-mechanical 
diode cell in Set state vs. Reset state. 
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4.7 Modeling and Analysis of Electrical Behavior 
 

In this section, modeling and analysis of the electrical behaviors of the electro-
mechanical diode memory cell are discussed.  Figure 4.18 shows measured current vs. 
applied BL voltage (VBL) characteristics of a prototype electro-mechanical diode cell.  The 
lateral dimensions of the WL beam are 2 µm × 2 µm; the as-fabricated gap thickness 
between the WL beam (~100 nm-thick p-type poly-Si0.4Ge0.6) and the underlying BL (n-type 
poly-Si) is ~17 nm. 

 

 
Figure 4.18.  Measured current vs. BL voltage characteristics of a prototype electro-
mechanical diode memory cell, with WL biased at 0 V: the black circles show Set 
operation (VBL swept from 0V up to 8V and back down to 0V); the red squares show 
Reset operation (VBL swept from 0V down to -5V and back up to 0V). The measured 
forward diode current can be fitted to the equation in the inset, where Vdiode = -VBL, I0 = 
1.2×10-8 and m=4.76. 

 
4.7.1 Set Operation 
 

The WL beam can be modeled as a stiff plate of length ld and width w suspended by two 
fixed-guided cantilever beams of length l and width w [16], as shown in Figure 4. 19.  The 
effective spring constant of the cantilever beams is 

     33 /2 lEwtkm =       (4.1) 
where E is the Young’s modulus and t is the thickness of the cantilever beams.  The pull-in 
voltage (Vpull-in) represents the minimum value of VSet: 

                                          
05.13

2
C

kgV m
inpull =−

                                                 (4.2)   

where g is the actuation gap and C0 ∝ ld⋅w is the parallel-plate capacitance of the stiff plate, 
as fabricated.  Figure 4.20 shows the calculated pull-in voltage as a function of g, for l = 
1.0 µm and ld= 2.0 µm (i.e. total length of the movable WL L = 4 µm).  It can be seen that 
the simple analytical model given by Eq. (4.2) provides a reasonable estimation of VSet. 
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The electrostatic force (Felec) and spring-restoring force (Fres) in the Set state can be 
calculated using the following equations: 

 

                                       ∫= region depletionelec dxxxQF )()( ε                                  (4.3) 

                                    gkF mres ⋅=                                                              (4.4)  
                       

where Q(x) is the charge density and E(x) is the electric field within the depletion region of 
the pn diode.  Assuming that the dopant concentrations within the WL and BL are uniform 
and that the WL and BL are not fully depleted, Eq. (4.3) can be simplified to 
 
                                        maxmax )( εε ddDdelec wlWqNQF =⋅≈                           (4.5) 
 
where ND is the dopant concentration and Wd is the depth of the depletion region within the 
BL, and Emax is the peak electric field at the junction (Emax = - qNDld/εs).  The values of Felec 
and Fres are calculated to be 74.3 µN and 4.46 µN, respectively, for the prototype devices 
with ND = 1019 cm-3, Wd = 0.16 µm, ld = 2.0 µm, w = 4 µm and Emax = 1.77 × 106 V/cm. 
Since Felec > Fres, the Set state is retained with zero applied voltage. 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.19.  The WL beam of an electro-mechanical diode memory cell can be modeled 
as a stiff parallel-plate capacitor suspended by two fixed-guided cantilever beams. 
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Figure 4.20.  Comparison of calculated minimum Set voltage (Eq. 4.2) with experimental 
measurement. 

 
4.7.2 Reset Operation 
 

To erase the cell into the Reset state, the diode must be forward-biased to reduce Felec so 
that the sum of Felec and Fadh (i.e. the total attractive force) is smaller than Fres.  As can be 
seen from Figure 4.18 (red square symbols), as the magnitude of the applied voltage 
increases above 4.6 V, a sudden decrease in current is seen as the WL comes out of contact 
with the BL.  In principle, the diode voltage (Vdiode) should not exceed the built-in voltage, 
~1.0 V.  The applied BL voltage (VBL) can be much larger than this, however, due to 
voltage drops along the WL and BL: 

                               )1(0 −⋅+=+= mkT
qV

extdiodeextdiodeBL

diode

eIRVVVV                       (4.6) 
 

where VBL is the applied BL voltage, Vext is the extrinsic voltage dropped along the WL and 
BL, Rext is the sum of the resistances of the WL and BL (from the memory array periphery 
to the cell),  I0 is the saturation current and m is the non-ideality factor of the pn diode.  
Figure 4.21 shows the equivalent circuit used and Figure 4.22 plots the calculated total 
attractive force (with Fadh fixed at 3.5 µN [8] and I0 = 1.2×10-8, m = 4.76 for the pn diode) 
vs. the magnitude of VBL, for various values of Rext.  The minimum magnitude of VBL to 
reset the cell corresponds to the point where the attractive force falls below the spring 
restoring force (Fres = 4.5 µN).  For Rext = 100 kΩ (sheet resistance = 105 Ω/□ and number 
of squares = 100), this occurs at |VBL| = 4.7 V, which is close to the experimentally 
measured value of 4.6 V.  The Reset voltage can be lowered (to be closer to Vdiode) by 
reducing the WL and BL sheet resistances, e.g. by using a metallic WL material and/or 
using a thicker BL.  
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Figure 4.21.  Equivalent circuit used to calculate the minimum Reset voltage. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.22.  Calculated sum of electrostatic force and surface adhesive force as a 
function of the externally applied BL voltage, for various values of total WL and BL 
resistance. 
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4.8 Scaling Theory of Electro-Mechanical Diode Cell 
 

Memory cell miniaturization is necessary to achieve high storage density.  Therefore, a 
methodology for scaling an electro-mechanical diode non-volatile memory cell to 
nanometer-scale beam dimensions is developed in this section.  

As the lateral dimensions of the cell are scaled down, the vertical dimensions (i.e. the 
beam thickness t and actuation gap thickness g) also must be reduced to maintain a low Set 
voltage, as can be seen from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2).  Since the surface adhesive force Fadh is 
expected to scale with the contact area [17] [18], it is important to maintain the ratio 
Felec/Fres to be greater than 1 in the Set state, to guarantee non-volatile operation.  This ratio 
can be expressed as: 

                                                 max

3

ε⋅⋅





∝

gE
l

t
l

F
F d

res

elec                                    (4.7) 

 
Note that it is nominally independent of the beam width (w).  

From (4.7) it can be seen that, as the cantilever beam length (l) and diode length (ld) are 
scaled down together, the thicknesses of the cantilever beams (t) and actuation gap (g) 
should be scaled down proportionately in order to maintain this ratio.  Figure 4.23(a) 
shows how the beam thickness should scale with beam length.  In consideration of 
manufacturability and the depletion depth (~4 nm), a reasonable lower limit for the beam 
thickness is ~5 nm.  Due to practical limits for thickness scaling, then, a reduction in 
Young’s modulus (E) eventually will be necessary to enable beam-length scaling to well 
below 100 nm.   

Figure 4.23(b) shows how the gap thickness should be scaled down proportionately 
with beam-length scaling to ensure non-volatile operation.  Quantum-mechanical tunneling 
(resulting in undesirable current flow through a cell in the Reset state) sets a lower limit for 
the gap thickness, to ~2 nm. 

If the beam thickness and/or gap thickness are no longer scaled down together with the 
length, the peak strain within the beam will increase and hence the material strain limit will 
become another practical consideration.  For a 10 nm-thick polycrystalline-silicon beam 
(with a strain limit of 0.93%), the minimum beam length is ~80 nm for an actuation gap of 
5 nm [19].  Alternative structural materials with higher yield strain will be needed to scale 
the beams to shorter length.  Table I shows that TiNi alloy is a good candidate.  Note that a 
Schottky diode, rather than a pn diode would be formed if the WL beam is metallic and the 
BL comprises a (heavily doped) semiconductor; such a diode would still have a built-in 
electric field and exhibit rectifying behavior as desired for cross-point non-volatile memory 
application. 
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                 (b) 

 
Figure 4.23.  (a) Cantilever beam thickness and (b) actuation gap thickness required to 
maintain Felec/Fres ratio with beam length scaling.  
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The utility of the simple analytical model (Eq. (4.2)) is demonstrated in Figure 4.24, 
which plots VSet as a function of the actuation gap thickness, for various cantilever beam 
dimensions and Young’s modulus values in Table 4.3.  It can be seen that the analytical 
model reasonably matches experimental observations and compares well against finite-
element-method (FEM) simulation results.   

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4.24.  Calculated VSet as a function of as-fabricated actuation gap thickness for 
scaled memory cells, for various values of Young’s modulus E.  Selected measured data 
and values obtained from finite-element-method simulations are also shown, to verify the 
accuracy of the analytical model. 
 
 
 

    
Beam Material: Poly-Si Aluminum TiNi 

Young’s Modulus (E) 169 GPa 77 GPa 14 GPa 
Thickness (t) 58 nm 5 nm 5 nm 

Contact length (ld) 18 nm 9 nm 2 nm 
Strain Limit 0.93 % 0.18 % ~ 8% 

Built-in Voltage 1.09 V 0.92 V 1.22 V 
 

Table 4.3.   
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4.9 Exemplary Design for 20nm Electro-Mechanical Diode Cell 
 

In this section, the calibrated analytical model is used to project the performance 
characteristics of an electro-mechanical diode memory cell with 20 nm minimum layout 
dimension.  TiNi is employed as the beam material and has minimum thickness t = 5 nm; 
the cantilever beams have minimum width w = 20 nm and total beam length l = 15 nm (i.e. 
total beam length L = 40nm).  Table 4.4 summarizes the performance parameters.  

 
Beam Material 

(Young’s modulus) 
TiNi 

(14 GPa) 
Beam Dimensions (w×l×t) 20 nm × 15 nm × 5 nm 

Actuation Gap Thickness (g) 2 nm 
Set Voltage (VSet) 1.90 V 

Set Time (tSet)  (FEM Simulation) 0.3 ns 
Reset Voltage (VReset) 1.98 V 

Table 4.4. 
 
Three-dimensional (3-D) FEM simulations [10] were conducted to verify the accuracy 

of the analytical model and also to find the Set time (tSet) for the 20-nm cell.  The beam 
displacement profiles within a 4×4 20-nm cell array are shown in Figure 4.25.  The 
maximum strain within the TiNi beam is ~7% in the Set state, which is below the strain 
limit.  The simulated VSet and tset values are 1.9 V and 0.3 ns, respectively, confirming the 
accuracy of the analytical model.  These findings show that a scaled electro-mechanical 
diode cell can be operated with lower voltage and faster speed than a comparably sized 
flash memory cell. 

 

 
Figure 4.25.  Simulated beam displacement profile of 20nm electro-mechanical diode cell 
design. Two cells are in the Set state within a 4x4 cell array. 
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4.11 3-Dimensional Integration 
 

As the feature size of flash memory cells reaches the minimum limit, further flash 
density increases will be driven by possibly 3-dimensional (3-D) stacking of memory cells.  
Thus, the 3-D stacked NAND Flash memory devices [1]–[6] have caught great attention as 
a solution. The key of 3-D stacked NAND technology is a multi-stacked array with a low 
number of critical lithography process steps, without area penalty, to achieve continuous 
reduction of bit cost [20]. 

The simplicity of the mechanical diode structure makes it conducive for implementation 
in a 3-dimensional (3-D) array similar to that described in [21], as illustrated in Figure 4.26.  
The bit lines run horizontally and are formed by patterning a multi-layered stack of poly-
Si/nitride films.  Sacrificial oxide can be selectively formed by thermal oxidation of the 
poly-Si, prior to deposition and patterning of the (metallic) word-line layer.  In this manner, 
only two lithography steps are used to form the 3-D array.  Note that WL beam actuation 
occurs in the lateral direction, and that each cell has built-in redundancy (two mechanical 
diodes per cell).  Also, the bit lines can be relatively thick, to maintain adequately low 
series resistance.  This array architecture allows for cost-effective compact implementation 
for high storage density memory. 
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Figure 4.26.  Proposed 3-D array architecture for electro-mechanical diode memory. (a) 
Cross-sectional view along a word line. (b) Bird’s-eye view. 
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4.12 Summary 
 

A new electro-mechanical diode memory cell design is proposed.  The first prototype 
NVM diode cells are demonstrated to operate with relatively low set/reset voltages and 
excellent retention characteristics, and have endurance exceeding 104 cycles.   

The electro-mechanical diode cell design can be scaled to 20 nm minimum lateral 
dimension by following an appropriate scaling methodology in consideration of various 
practical and fundamental limits.  Low-voltage (< 2 V) and high-speed (sub-nanosecond) 
operation are projected using a calibrated analytical model as well as 3-D FEM simulation.  
These findings indicate that electro-mechanical diode technology is promising for high 
density storage beyond the limits of conventional flash memory technology. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 
 
       

5.1   Summary 
 

Humans have invented and used devices to aid computation for thousands of years.  
The earliest counting devices were fingers and a carving marks on a cave wall.  Fingers and 
marks were actually a kind of memory media to provide a core function for calculating.  
The sophistication of computational devices has evolved with the development of our 
civilization.  As the amounts of information are getting larger and larger, the computational 
devices are demanding larger capacity of memory: while an average data size of a 
computational device in the 1930s (such as IBM punched card Accounting Machines at the 
U.S. Social Security Administration) was only a few bytes, the average memory capacity of 
a home computer today is over 2 giga-bytes.  It is likely that our society keep demanding 
larger capacity memory.  However, conventional memory technologies are facing many 
challenges such as difficulties of miniaturization and guaranteed good reliability of memory 
devices. For this reason, this dissertation investigates alternate memory device designs to 
overcome the limitation of conventional memory device technologies. 

 
In chapter 2, a doubly gated vertical channel transistor (DGVC) is proposed for highly 

scalable DRAM. This new structure eliminates the capacitor from a conventional 1-
transistor/1-capacitor DRAM memory cell. This technology rpovides a more scalable 4F2 
cell size design, which can be fabricated with a conventional process flow on silicon- bulk 
instead of expensive SOI wafer. Cell operations (Read, Write, and Hold) and disturbance 
characteristics are investigated by 3-dimensional device simulations for 22-nm technology.  
Disturbance immunity characteristics of a DGVC cell are shown to be adequate.  Since the 
vertical channel design allows for longer channel length, and hence a greater body 
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thickness is allowed, it is possible to scale DRAM memory with a 4F2 cell area down to 22-
nm minimum half-pitch and beyond. 

 
In chapter 3, a backside charge storage non-volatile memory cell design is proposed for 

highly scalable 4F2 NAND flash memory.  A NAND Flash array of backside charge storage 
non-volatile memory (BCS-NVM) cells can be fabricated on a silicon-on-ONO wafer using 
a conventional process flow sequence.  A large read current (~10uA) adequate for high-
speed read operation is projected for an 18nm cell (0.000324 μm2 area).  Since the BCS-
NVM cell is essentially a back-gated thin-body (fully depleted) transistor, it should be more 
scalable than a conventional bulk flash memory cell.  The thin-body design provides for 
good electrostatic integrity as compared to a bulk design, to facilitate scaling to well below 
20nm gate length. 

 
In chapter 4, a nano-electro-mechanical (NEM) non-volatile memory cell design is 

proposed.  The new non-volatile memory cell design leverages the hysteretic behavior of a 
mechanical gap-closing actuator and eliminates the need for a separate selector device. The 
first prototype NVM diode cells are demonstrated to operate with relatively low set/reset 
voltages and excellent retention characteristics, and have endurance exceeding 104 cycles. 
The electro-mechanical diode cell design can be scaled to 20 nm minimum lateral 
dimension by following an appropriate scaling methodology in consideration of various 
practical and fundamental limits.  Low-voltage (< 2 V) and high-speed (sub-nanosecond) 
operation are projected using a calibrated analytical model as well as 3-D FEM simulation. 
These findings indicate that electro-mechanical diode technology is promising for high 
density storage beyond the limits of conventional Flash memory technology. 

 
In summary, a new cell and array architecture that utilizes new approaches beyond a 

conventional memory is needed to overcome many obstacles that we are facing now.  The 
new approaches include not only a new material (i.e. SOONOS wafer) but also new type of 
device (such as a mechanical switch device).  Implementation of such devices in a the 
compact 4F2 array will be a serious challenge since it is necessary to meet demands of high 
capacity and low cost memory devices. Consequently, a widening horizon in memory 
device study is necessary. 
      

5.2 Contribution of This Work 
 

In this dissertation, possible alternatives for scaling conventional memory have been 
proposed and demonstrated. First, a doubly gated vertical channel (DGVC) structure is 
proposed for a new capacitor-less DRAM memory cell.  Since the DGVC structure is 
unique and advantageous for stand-alone DRAM cell, this technology provides a promising 
cell structure for a mass-production DRAM.   Second, as a new type of NAND Flash 
technology, a backside charge storage non-volatile memory (BCS-NVM) cell is proposed 
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and studied. Third, an electro-mechanical diode non-volatile memory cell design is firstly 
proposed for implementation of compact cross-point memory arrays.  The first prototype 
cells are fabricated and demonstrated to operate with relatively low set/reset voltages and 
excellent retention characteristics. A scaling methodology for this new NVM technology is 
also developed with the aid of a calibrated analytical model.   

 
 

5.3   Suggested Future Work 
 
      RRAM, resistive random access memory, is of interest for high-density non-volatile 
embedded memory applications because it has most compact architecture (4F2 cell size) 
and is stackable on logic circuits.  A challenge for implementation of large-capacity cross-
point memory array is the existence of sneak leakage current paths which result in an 
erroneous Read operation.  In order to mitigate this problem, a selector device must be 
incorporated at each cross-point; however, previous solutions incorporating with MOSFET 
switch or PN diode can increase device area and power dissipation. More importantly, it 
reduces the current sensing margin between memory cell states. In an initial work, the use 
of electrostatic gap closing actuators as RRAM selector devices is investigated.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.1.  Schematic cross-sectional view and exemplary operation of RRAM cell with 
NEM selector. 
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  Figure 5.1 illustrates a NEM selector incorporated with an oxide material layer of 
RRAM.  Initially, the word line (WL) is physically separated from the bit line (BL) with air 
gap at each cross-point, so that no current can flow between these lines through the cell.  
When the pull-in voltage is applied, the electric force actuates the WL into the BL; if the 
applied voltage is large enough, the electric field in the resistive oxide can change the 
resistive state of the oxide. On the other hand, the state of RRAM can be determined by 
sensing the BL current when the applied voltage is not enough to change RRAM state, but 
enough for gap closing. 

 

 
Figure 5.2.  Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy . image of the fabricated 

proto-type device TEM image of the proto-type device.  
 

A proto-type of NEM selector is fabricated.  Figure 5.2 shows a cross-sectional 
transmission electron microscopy image of the fabricated proto-type device.  The WL is 
aluminum (Al) with 100nm thickness and the BL is tungsten (W) with 50 nm thickness. 
The resistive oxide material between the WL and the BL is hafnium oxide (HfOx) with 5nm 
thickness.  The sacrificial oxide on top of the HfOx is selectively removed by vapor HF 
which leaves air-gap.    
  

 
Figure 5.3.  Measured hysteric I-V curves of a proto-type RRAM cell with NEM 
selector. 
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Figure 5.3 shows measured hysteric I-V curves of a proto-type RRAM cell with NEM 

selector.  The word line voltage is swept from 0V to 20V and 20V to 0V firstly (black 
symbol); the cell is in a high resistive state (HRS) initially (i.e. small current) and a sudden 
increase in current is observed when the WL is pulled-in to contact the BL.  Since the pull-
in voltage is large enough, the electrical field in the resistive oxide causes a transition into a 
low resistive state (LRS) in the RRAM; the electrical field aligns electron hopping sites so 
that it makes current conducting filaments in the resistive oxide.  To change the LRS into 
the HRS, the WL voltage is swept from 0V to -20V and -20V to 0V secondly (red symbol); 
since the applied negative voltage provide opposite direction electrical field, the alignments 
of electron hopping sites is destroyed and eventually the conducting filaments are removed.  
It is worth noting that the on/off ratio is very large (over 107) since previous RRAM 
research shows only 104.  It is not clear, however, why it shows such large on/off ratio, but 
the unique structure of the NEM selector probably result in this unique hysteric I-V curve. 
The initial goal is that the WL is supposed to be released when the voltage is smaller than 
the pull-in voltage.  But, the WL does not separate from the BL (as shown in Figure 5.3) 
due to large surface adhesion force and electrostatic force caused by trapped charges in 
oxide.  This mitigates many advantages of this device.  

In this initial study, the concept of NEM selector RRAM is demonstrated by a 
fabricated proto-type device. It shows a unique hysteric I-V characteristic having larger 
on/off ratio.  To understand I-V mechanisms and improve the device performance, further 
investigation and work are needed. 
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